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spinning the wheel together

Celebrating Gundiyali since 2015
Gundiyali, home to the terracotta craft
community is located near Mandvi in
Kutch, Gujarat. At present, there are
more than 80 families engaging in
the craft practice. They are known for
making utilitarian objects ornamented
with intricate patterns. Celebrating
the craft, the exhibition displays the

activities conducted with the terracotta
craftspeople of Gundiyali since 2015.
It showcases projects focusing on
initiating innovation, engaging community
participation, integrating technology,
envisaging craft tourism, reconfiguring
habitat and emphasizing collaboration with
the community.

‘I-STED Project’, NSTEDB,
DST Government of India

Design Innovation and
Craft Resource Centre
(DICRC), CEPT University,
Ahmedabad

The project was initiated by:
Design Innovation and Craft Resource
Centre (DICRC), CEPT University in collaboration
with Manthan Educational Programme Society,
India, under I-STED Project carried out and
supported by NSTEDB, Department of Science
and Technology, Government of India.

Manthan Educational Programme
Society, India

Emphasizing collaboration
“Emphasizing collaboration” with various organizations, institutes,
universities, and professionals promote the intermingling of ideas and
increases the opportunities to showcase and celebrate the rich craft
traditions of the country. It also recognizes the impeccable skillfulness of
the Indian craft communities which shapes numerous traditions within
the country.
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“ચાઇ નઈ િપયોં ? અરે િહયે ં સે િકયે ં હલે ! કુ ં ભ ારે જે ઘરે આયા
અં ચ ો ને ચાઇ વગર હાલ્ ય ા વનો, િહયે ં તો ન થીયે . હી ગનો ગરમ
ગરમ ચાઇ.”
“You won’t have tea? You’re at a Kumbhar’s place,
there’s no way you leave without tea. Here is some
piping hot tea!”

This fellowship was organized by Design Innovation and Craft Resource Centre (DICRC), CEPT University in
collaboration with Manthan Educational Programme Society, India under I-STED Project, supported by NSTEDB,
Department of Science and Technology, Government of India.

“જીયે ં શરીર મિટ્ ટ ી સાથે પાણી િમલાયે ન ે બને લ ો આયે , મટકા
બનાયે મે ં મિટ્ ટ ી કે પાણી થી આકાર િદયોં , વાતાવરણ અને
શરીર સાથે એકદમ તાલમે લ હોયે મટકે વારે પાણી જો, હે ટ લે પાં ક ે
મિટ્ ટ ી થી દૂ ર ના, વટે અચણુ ં આયે , જે ટ લો વટે રોબો, હોટલી
સારી સે હ ત રોં દ ી.”
“Just like the body is made out of clay and water, the
matka(earthen pot) is shaped with clay in synchrony
with water. The water in the earthen pot stays in
harmony with the atmosphere and the body. We should
not go far from the earth and clay, we should stay
closer, the closer we are, the healthier we will be.”

Craft CoLABorative Fellowship
8 craft families | 8 design fellows | 4 design mentors | 2 organizations
The goal of the fellowship was
to build ideas for the evolving
contemporary market using the
traditional craft techniques and
knowledge of craftspeople of
Gundiyali. The fellowship acted as
a platform for exchange of ideas
and skills. The hands-on approach
triggered a dialogue of collaboration
between artisans and design fellows,
which created an opportunity for
the artisans and their families to
understand the market trends
while creating products to explore
various design challenges. Design
fellows immersed themselves in the
craft environment and understood
the practical aspects and real-life
challenges of the community. This
understanding helped the fellows to
co-create products with the artisan
families to meet with the needs
and wants of the local, national and
international markets.

Outcomes:
The Craft CoLABorative Fellowship
resulted in exploration and
co-creation of various products
ranging from interior design,
architecture, home decor,
technology, interaction led
education, lifestyle, and utility.

Envisaging craft tourism
With a shift in thought from people exploring authentic experiences instead
of materialistic values - the idea of ‘experiential tourism’ has evolved.
Experiential tourism looks at a tourist as someone who wants to be
immersed into the culture. An individual seeking experience of how people
live their lives in a different part of the world through the lifestyle, food
delicacies, livelihood, and the context. The experiential factor is beyond the
‘built’ environment and focuses on community’s dynamics.
Craft essentially is at the centre of cultural identities - they reveal essential
ideas about how people think, how they live, what is important for them through tangible and intangible values. Most crafts identify as livelihoods,
in turn becoming an identity of the place and the people. In India, a lot of
communities are known by their craft trade, to an extent, that their last
names are identified by the craft they practice.
Craft experiential tourism establishes that there is more to craft than the
utility of its outcome. It looks at craft as a catalyst that sparks a dialogue
about narratives and stories of the people, the place, the community bringing forth the cultural experience that a tourist is seeking.
The craft experiential tourism toolkit emerged in retrospect to the various
initiatives that have been carried out at Gundiyali. The toolkit would act
as a ready reckoner for individuals and organizations across the globe who
are attempting to facilitate a craft cluster in becoming a craft experiential
tourism spot.

Action points

Stage 5

Stage 4

Stage 2

Stage 3

Discovering Possibilities

Determining Potential

Igniting Collaborations

Boosting Value

Retrospecting Impact

Discovering diverse
possibilities with an
initial engagement
with the cluster,
craftspeople and
organizations who
have worked with the
community.

Determining
the potential of
the craftpeople,
community and the
cluster for becoming
an experiential
tourism spot

Essentially, building a
pool of apt resources
like human, funds,
skills, and studying
the cluster further to
understand the needs
of the craft community
and the tourists.

Actively involving the
community towards
facilitation of the craft
cluster and creating
new opportunities
through various action
steps.

Analyzing touchpoints and considering
feedback on what
is lacking, and
strategizing further
action.

Stage 1

Learn about craft community

Comprehend information

Network with potential collaborators

Reconfigure built environment

Draw feedback

Observe people and dynamics

Gauge readiness

Study the craft, place and culture

Build capacity

Analyse shortcomings

Build meaningful relationships

Inspire craft community

Stimulate new ideas

Create opportunities

This project is undertaken by Design Innovation and Craft Resource Centre (DICRC), CEPT University
in collaboration with Manthan Educational Programme Society, India under I-STED Project,
supported by NSTEDB, Department of Science and Technology, Government of India.

Reconfiguring habitat
“Reconfiguring habitat” assesses the existing infrastructure of the cluster’s
built environment and suggests possible expansion and evolvement plans.
This is an inclusive participatory process where the craft community in
consultation with design experts identifies the key physical resources and
strategize the plan of action. Based on the initial mapping and assessment of
the existing infrastructure available with the community, the stage ends with
suggestive measures and plans for expansion.
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Re-articulating the workspaces of terracotta craftspeople of Gundiyali
Upgradation of 400 sq. m
The intention of this project was to enrich the spaces, used to perform craft activities by facilitating
better infrastructure, and to increase their spatial efficiency. The project started with a larger idea
of developing the village as Village Maker Space. Hence to add more value at the macro and the
micro level, various supporting activities were added in the identified pockets within the village,
thus encouraging tourism and keeping craftspeople connected to the visitors. The project began
with a detailed mapping of the spaces to produce comprehensive information consisting of craft
process images, data about the community, tools and techniques of the craft, final products and
their details. The mapping stage gave a deeper insight into the number of activities undertaken by
the community. This also enabled us to forge an understanding with the craftspeople. The spaces
were then designed keeping in mind the specific craft processes and utilization of the technologies
by craft families.
Outcomes:
The project, conducted at Yakubbhai Kumbhar’s residence resulted in the upgradation of the
community’s workspace. The reconfiguration helped to increase the working space for the practice,
and enhanced the process through technological advancements. It also included a retail space to
sell products.

This project is undertaken by Design Innovation and Craft Resource Centre (DICRC), CEPT University
in collaboration with Manthan Educational Programme Society, India under I-STED Project,
supported by NSTEDB, Department of Science and Technology, Government of India.

Integrating technology
Technological advancements are constantly creating exciting possibilities by catalyzing
interaction between people, objects and spaces in our immediate environment. In India,
traditional crafts are a representation of our cultural identity and also a primary source
of livelihood for many communities. Interestingly, the technological developments
which were once seen as a threat to crafts have given birth to multiple subcultures like
the ‘Maker Movement’, ‘DIY Culture’ and ‘Open Source Movement’. This presents an
optimistic perspective, of making with new technologies, in the society. Technology, over
time, has become easily accessible, and as a result, it has helped people in exploring new
ideas across many domains. Connecting the dots, this research-based design project has
explored possibilities of enhancing traditional craft practices using digital technology.

KalaKosh: Digital archive for traditional craft community
80 craftspeople | 1 designer | 4 organizations

User interface design of KalaKosh.

KalaKosh, a digital archive is an
outcome of the technology-driven
design process. ‘Kala’ refers to the
skill involved with arts and crafts
while ‘Kosh’ refers to archiving.
‘KalaKosh’ enables traditional craft
communities like terracotta craft
community of Gundiyali to digitally
preserve designs of their handcrafted
artifacts.

Outcomes:
It empowered artisans to showcase
and share digital representation
of their artifacts across multiple
mediums and contexts. This resulted
in improvement of the craft practice
within the community and increased
market reach. This collectively
helped in creating sustainable
livelihood opportunities.

Maker Fest
15 craftspeople | 25000 attendees
Maker Fest is the Indian continuation
of Maker Faire hosted across
America, Europe, Africa and
Japan. It is the amalgamation of
festivals celebrating the innovators
with booths for inventions,
demonstrations, and workshops for
attendees. The craft community of
Gundiyali came together as an entity
to showcase their techniques and
ideas through craft demonstrations.

Outcomes:
The intention was to initiate
interaction and share ideas that could
evolve into a refined product. This
curated exhibition gave the audience
a glimpse of potter’s practice. With
the help of a demonstration unit, the
interaction was elevated.

Event X
3 craftspeople | 300 students | 10 professionals | 5 workshops
Event X is a design festival initiated
by Unbind, an organization started
by architecture students who aim to
build a network between practicing
architects and students by bringing
together perspectives from diverse
realms of Design.
A part of Event X was a Maker-space
called ‘Unsung heroes’ which gave
architecture students to interact with
three artisans from Gundiyali and
experience hands-on pottery.

Outcomes:
This event led to an interesting
dialogue between the craftspeople,
students, academicians, professionals
and visitors. It emerged as a platform
to bring forward a discussion on the
relevance of craft practices in the
contemporary world.

KalaKosh was sponsored by National Institution of Design and Ford Foundation, was done in collaboration with DICRC, CEPT University and supported by Manthan Educational Programme Society, India under
I-STED Project, NSTEDB, Department of Science and Technology, Government of India. Maker Fest and Event X was undertaken by DICRC, CEPT University in collaboration with
Manthan Educational Programme Society, India under I-STED Project, supported by NSTEDB, Department of Science and Technology, Government of India.

Encouraging community participation
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“Encouraging community participation” is an attempt to start an all-inclusive and
participatory process, bringing together the fields of craft and design. The idea is
to engage with the community and foster innovation. With an this approach, each
individual is valued and becomes an important part of the process. This process
and approach is not planned as a series or sequence of events but are like a web
of activities which may repeat, overlap and coincide with others. It attempts to
strengthen the relationship with the craft community and empower them with
multiple skills of craft design innovation.
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The method of delivering the first Self-Initiated Challenge, is conceptualized as cards and are discussed at two
levels: Theme cards and Action cards. The Theme cards describe the ‘themes’ to be discussed for eg: history,
craftsmanship, community and imagination. These cards describe what the theme means and the two most
crucial questions/queries related to it. While the Action cards describe the actions to be taken in order to
answer any of the queries listed in the theme cards.
Community Driven Innovation Program
80 craftspeople | 10 designers | 3 organizations | 2 day workshop
Community Driven Innovation Project
is an attempt to harness the skills
and aesthetic abilities of the craft
community. The idea of this program
was to create a repository of product
typology and associated narratives in
the community using ‘Self Initiated
Challenge’ model.

Outcomes:
Community Driven Innovation
Program encouraged each individual
or a group to make a variety of
prototypes depicting individual
themes. The old products, tools and
other materials were also collected
to depict the craft communities’
history.

Prarambh: National Craft Fair 2016
3 craftspeople | 3 designers | 20000 attendees
The National Craft Seminar,
Theme Pavilion and Live Craft
demonstrations titled - “Prarambh:
co-crafting journeys” was part of
the seven days long National Craft
Fair 2016. It provided the artisans
an opportunity to share the values
imbibed in their respective crafts
with audiences. It also enabled them
to interact with the buyers directly
and enhance their business potential.

Outcomes:
The seminar marked a new beginning
of co-crafting journeys. This helped
in connecting the traditional
knowledge of craft practices to new
opportunities across India.

Community Driven Innovation Program was undertaken by DICRC, CEPT University in collaboration with Manthan Educational Programme Society, India under I-STED Project,
supported by NSTEDB, Department of Science and Technology, Government of India; with Swadeshi Suitcase as design collaborators.
Prarambh: The National Craft Fair was organised by DICRC, CEPT University, a partner organisation of Ministry of Cottage and Rural Industries, Government of Gujarat.

Initiating innovation
An innovation is an original, new and important solution
for a society. The intention for “initiating innovation” in
the craft community is to discuss the possibilities of craft
innovation using traditional techniques and skills at scales
ranging from products to spaces. Various systems were
evolved in the process to initiate self sustainable practices.
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Craft Design Innovation Program
12 craftspeople | 2 designers
The craft innovation program
concentrated on developing a new
range of products in the field of
interior design and architecture. The
vision was to contemporize the craft
for today’s context using existing
knowledge and resources so that the
craft stays economically and culturally
sustainable.

Aadh

Tarkash

Outcomes:
The craft design innovation resulted
in two new products in the range of
interior design and architecture.
A partition system: Aadh
A cladding system: Tarkash

Craft Innovation Training Program
25 craftspeople | 10 design experts | 4 professionals | 300 attendees
4 exposure sessions | 3 exposure visits | 1 interactive session
The idea of the Craft Innovation
Training Programme emerged from
the willingness of the community to
understand the needs of the market
and align their craft practice. This
training allowed the craftspeople
to build capacities in various
areas like design, technology,
entrepreneurship, marketing in
the areas of Interior design and
Architecture.

Outcomes:
The Craft Innovation Training
Programme resulted in a plethora of
contemporary ideas using traditional
techniques. This program encouraged
the craftspeople to understand new
craft techniques to develop capacity
in design, marketing and e-commerce
to widen their market reach.

International IMIAD Workshop, “Conversation with Crafts”
5 international universities | 6 craftspeople | 50 students | 3 design experts
3 exposure sessions | 3 exposure visits followed | Open exhibition
The primary intention of this
workshop was to bring diverse voices
into curatorial craft-design processes
and develop innovative prototypes
through collective knowledge of
craftspeople and design participants.
It emphasized on the importance of
‘making’ by generating Craft-Design
Innovation through collaborative
working methods between master
craftspeople and designers.

Outcomes:
The hands-on experimentation
and exploration imbibed a unique
understanding of the material
and its diverse properties in the
participants. People from different
backgrounds worked together which
initiated new discussions and fresh
ideas. The participants gained both
tangible and intangible values while
getting introduced to new and
larger avenues for innovation and
development.

Craft Design Innovation Program and Craft Innovation Training Program was conducted by Design Innovation and Craft Resource Centre (DICRC), CEPT University in collaboration with
Manthan Educational Programme Society, India under I-STED Project, supported by NSTEDB, Department of Science and Technology, Government of India, iNDEXT-c, IIID Ahmedabad chapter.
International IMIAD Workshop, “Conversation with Crafts” was a collaborative workshop between DICRC, Faculty of Design and SID Research Cell, CEPT University.

